Indian River Academy’s Uniform Policy
TOPS
Shirts: short or long sleeve collared solid, plain Polo style shirts (no logo) any colors sold at Walmart, Target, Kmart
Uniform Shops, etc.
•
•
•
•
•

Blouses: short or long sleeve solid, plain peter pan style collared.
Oxford Shirts: short or long sleeve: solid, plain.
All shirts must completely cover abdomen, back, and shoulders, with no midriff showing. (no crop tops)
School spirit shirt or school club shirts worn only on Friday or field trip day.
Ex. Moonshot Moment, Girls on the Run, etc.
IRA t-shirt or school uniform shirt for field trips.

Boys’ Bottoms
•Shorts: khaki, navy, or black.

Must be fingertip/knee length.
•Pants: khaki, navy or black
•Pants must be fitted at waist (no
visible undergarments).
• No cargo style
• No rips in pants/jeans

Girls’ Bottoms

•Shorts: Khaki, navy or black
•Skorts, skirts must be fingertip/knee length or
longer. Khaki, navy, or black.
•Jumpers and solid polo style dresses may be
worn with shorts underneath. Fingertip/knee length
or longer. Khaki, navy, or black. All bottoms must
be fitted at the waste.
No cargo style/No rips in pants/jeans

Belts: Solid, plain color belt (optional)
Shoes: For safety reasons, sneakers or tennis shoes are required. No opened toe, backless sandals, heels, flip flops,
crocs, platform, lighted or wheeled allowed. Boots are not permitted. (except in 50 degrees or below
temperatures)
Socks: Any solid, plain color
Fridays:
School spirit t-shirt and plain jeans or jean shorts (with no holes).
*If students do not wear school spirit shirt and plain jean shorts or jeans, then they must be in regular
uniform.
Cold Days: 50 degrees or below:
Pants: solid, plain color denim jeans or sweat suits
Long Sleeve Shirts: solid, plain polo shirt or turtlenecks
Sweaters/Vests: any solid, plain
Jackets/Sweatshirts: solid, plain colors
Shoes: sneakers or flat boots
***Leggings are not allowed except for 50 degrees or below temperatures under solid color skirts.

Trendy items are not to be worn i.e., cargo shorts/pants, decorated jeans, logos, patterns, skin tight clothing, hats, sunglasses
(except outside) etc.
Clothing and appearance are to reflect a traditional style.
Hair may not be dyed, colored or styled in a way that would be distracting to the learning environment.
Mohawks of any type are prohibited.
Make-up, false finger nails, dangling/distracting jewelry, etc. is not appropriate for elementary students.
All removable clothing should be labeled with your child’s name in the event the garment is misplaced.
All of the above should not have adornments such as lace, logos, patterns, sequins, etc. and should not be torn or frayed (unsewn edges), etc.

*Gently used uniforms may be “swapped” in the School Uniform Closet when students outgrow their
size. Bring in the uniform that your student outgrew and “swap” it for the correct size.

